The Golden Path to Profit
Courtesy of the leading management accounts package for estate agents
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Join the leaders in
accounting software
Harvest Software, established in
1991, has risen to become a leader
in specialised management
accounting software for estate
agents and auctioneers. This rapidly
growing company has a dedicated
development and service team in
Waterford City and a network
of highly experienced agents
throughout the
country.

“

Harvest Property is specifically designed to handle
the accounting needs of Irish estate agents.

Client Account
Regulations
Relax with Harvest Property.
Harvest Property was
designed to make it easy for
estate agents to meet
regulatory demands. The
Harvest system, if properly
maintained, ensures
compliance with statutory
regulations, for example, by
separation of client and
office monies, up-to-date
record keeping, and
reconciliation with control
accounts.

Instant information for profitability
In today’s rapidly paced business environment,
it is hard to find the time to identify where your
business is making and losing money. Harvest
Property produces short, concise reports on how
much revenue is being generated, where
business expenditure is going and how this years
performance compares with last year.
These are simple to analyse, simple to act on
and very powerful.

Minimise book-keeping time
Time is money and more and more estate agent
firms are recognising the need to automate
their accounts department.
Harvest Property will dramatically reduce the
amount of time your book-keeper spends on
keeping accounts by minimising the number of
entries, eliminating time consuming calculations
and automatically reconciling control accounts.

The Harvest Property Features Checklist
Yes, it is hard to believe that so many benefits can be derived from one accounting
package, but remember that Harvest Property is the most powerful management
information package specifically designed for Irish Estate Agents available today.

Management Information

Admin and accounting costs

• Monthly financial statements with
budget and previous year
comparison
• Identifies the performance of each
member of your team
• Full details of all income and
expenditure categories, partner
current accounts, etc.
• Bank balances and all bank
transactions
• Lists balance on client and office
account
• Unbilled outlay, outstanding bills
and monthly statements of account

As Harvest Property is a fully
integrated accounts system, this
results in;
• Automatic account balancing and
cross-checking
• Continuous updating of VAT records,
thereby simplifying the preparation
of VAT returns
• Reduction in accounting costs due
to time savings
• Reduction in the work of your
professional accountant
• Complete client account
compliance

Ease of Use

Flexibility

Comprehensive user manual and
technical support provides;
• Simple and practical guidance
• Ongoing assistance
• Assurance of complete and accurate
data entry
• Online installation and training
• Committed to customer service

• Copes with the largest and smallest
of applications
• Single and multi-user versions
• Continuous updating to cater for
the general and particular needs of
the users
• Can be easily upgraded as your
business grows

Testimonials
“Harvest Property has enabled us
to make meaningful management
decisions based on current and
accurate information which,
previously, would have been
impossible.”
Caroline Byrne,
Mason Estates, Dublin
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Waterford

“We have always found Harvest
Software’s technical support to be
prompt and efficient, we have
nothing but praise for the helpful
manner in which this is provided.”
Clodagh McDonald,
Lawrence McDonald Auctioneers,
Waterford.
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